Abstract. In this paper, the set of all possible ranks of an arbitrary Coxeter group is determined.
Introduction
Let W be a Coxeter group with Coxeter generators S. The rank of the Coxeter system ðW ; SÞ is the cardinality jSj of S. The Coxeter system ðW ; SÞ has finite rank if and only if W is finitely generated by [1, Theorem 2 (iii), chapitre IV, §1]. If ðW ; SÞ has infinite rank, then jSj ¼ jW j, since every element of W is represented by a finite product of elements of S. Thus if W is not finitely generated, the rank of ðW ; SÞ is uniquely determined by W . If W is finitely generated, then W may have sets of Coxeter generators S and S 0 of di¤erent ranks. In this paper, we determine the set of all possible ranks for an arbitrary finitely generated Coxeter group W . This paper is a continuation of our previous paper with Steven Tschantz [6] in which we studied the relationship between two sets S and S 0 of Coxeter generators of a finitely generated Coxeter group W . A basic subset of S is a maximal subset B of S such that B generates an irreducible, non-cyclic, finite subgroup of W . In [6] , we proved the basic matching theorem, which says that there is a natural bijection (matching) between the basic subsets of S and the basic subsets of S 0 . A basic subset B of S matches a basic subset B 0 of S 0 if and only if ½hBi; hBi is conjugate to ½hB 0 i; hB 0 i in W . Usually matching basic subsets generate isomorphic groups, in which case we say that the basic subsets match isomorphically; however, there are exceptions, due to well-known isomorphisms between irreducible and reducible finite Coxeter groups (for instance the dihedral group D 2 ð6Þ of order 12 and A 1 Â A 2 ). We showed that non-isomorphic matching of basic subsets can be understood by blowing up Coxeter generating sets. This is a procedure to replace a given Coxeter generating set S by a Coxeter generating set R such that jRj ¼ jSj þ 1. In [6] , we proved that there exists a set of Coxeter generators S 0 of W such that a basic subset B of S matches a basic subset B 0 of S 0 with jhBij > jhB 0 ij if and only if S can be blown up. We proved that S has maximum rank over all sets of Coxeter generators of W if and only if S cannot be blown up.
In this paper, we study the reverse procedure of blowing down Coxeter generating sets, which was introduced by Mihalik in [5] . We first determine necessary and su‰-cient conditions on ðW ; SÞ such that there exists a set of Coxeter generators S 0 of W with the property that a basic subset B of S matches a basic subset B 0 of S 0 with jhBij < jhB 0 ij. We then determine necessary and su‰cient conditions on ðW ; SÞ for W to have a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that jS 0 j < jSj. As an application, we determine the rank spectrum of W .
Preliminaries
A Coxeter matrix is a symmetric matrix M ¼ ðmðs; tÞÞ s; t A S with mðs; tÞ either a positive integer or infinity and mðs; tÞ ¼ 1 if and only if s ¼ t. A Coxeter system with Coxeter matrix M ¼ ðmðs; tÞÞ s; t A S is a pair ðW ; SÞ consisting of a group W and a set of generators S for W such that W has the presentation W ¼ hS j ðstÞ mðs; tÞ : s; t A S and mðs; tÞ < yi:
B n ðn d 4Þ, C n ðn d 2Þ, D 2 ðkÞ ðk d 5Þ, E 6 , E 7 , E 8 , F 4 , G 3 , G 4 . See [6, §3] for definitions. The center of each of these Coxeter groups is either trivial or of order 2, and the groups with trivial center are A n ðn > 1Þ, B n ðn oddÞ, D 2 ðkÞ ðk oddÞ, and E 6 . For uniformity of notation, we define B 3 ¼ A 3 , D 2 ð3Þ ¼ A 2 and D 2 ð4Þ ¼ C 2 . Let ðW ; SÞ be a Coxeter system. A basic subset of S is a maximal subset B of S such that hBi is an irreducible, non-cyclic, finite, visible subgroup of W . If B is a basic subset of S, we call B a base of ðW ; SÞ and hBi a basic subgroup of W . If a A S, the neighborhood of a in the P-diagram of ðW ; SÞ is defined to be the set NðaÞ ¼ fs A S : mðs; aÞ < yg. If A J S, define A ? ¼ fs A S : mðs; aÞ ¼ 2 for all a A Ag:
The following lemma generalizes [5, Proposition 2]. The C-diagram of B n , for n d 5, is a Y-shaped diagram with n vertices b 1 ; . . . ; b n and two short arms. We call the end-points b nÀ1 , b n of the short arms the split ends of the C-diagram of B n . The split ends of B 3 are the end-points b 2 , b 3 of the C-diagram of B 3 ¼ A 3 . The C-diagram of C n is a linear diagram with n vertices c 1 ; . . . ; c n and mðc i ; c iþ1 Þ ¼ 3 for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 2 and mðc nÀ1 ; c n Þ ¼ 4. Note that b i ¼ c i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1, and b n ¼ c n c nÀ1 c n , and b nÀ1 b n ¼ ðc nÀ1 c n Þ 2 . See [6, §3] for details.
Lemma 3.2. Let f : B n ! C n be a monomorphism with n odd and n d 3. Then f maps b nÀ1 b n to a conjugate of ðc nÀ1 c n Þ 2 in C n .
Proof. Now fðB n Þ does not contain the center of C n , since ZðB n Þ ¼ f1g. Therefore either fðB n Þ ¼ B n or fðB n Þ ¼ yðB n Þ where y is the automorphism of C n defined by
. . . ; n À 1 and yðc n Þ ¼ c n . Now y restricts to the identity on ½C n ; C n , and so by composing f with y in the latter case, we may assume that fðB n Þ ¼ B n . Every automorphism of B n is inner by [3, Theorem 31] . Hence f restricts to conjugation on ½B n ; B n by an element of B n . As b nÀ1 b n is in ½B n ; B n , and b nÀ1 b n ¼ ðc nÀ1 c n Þ 2 , we conclude that fðb nÀ1 b n Þ is conjugate to ðc nÀ1 c n Þ 2 in C n . r Let W be a finitely generated Coxeter group with two sets S and S 0 of Coxeter generators, and let A be a subset of S. Let A be the intersection of all subsets B of S such that B contains A and hBi is conjugate to hB 0 i for some B 0 J S 0 . Then A is the smallest subset B of S such that B contains A and hBi is conjugate to hB 0 i for some 
is the union of all the maximal spherical simplices of ðW ; SÞ that contain B and the center of hBi is trivial because B is of type B 2pþ1 or D 2 ð2p þ 1Þ, we deduce the z 0 is in the center of B ? . Hence, there are distinct components K 1 ; . . . ; K n of B ? , with non-trivial center, such that z 0 ¼ z 1 . . . z n with z i the longest element of hK i i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. As z 0 A hCi, we have K i J C for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n by [1, Proposition 7, chapitre IV, §1], since every reduced form of z i involves every element of K i . Now we define a homomorphism r : hC 0 i ! hz 0 i as follows. To begin with, define 
By reindexing, we may assume
or the choice of a 0 . Hence B J A, by the basic matching theorem, and so B J A. Hence frg ¼ B.
As K is a component of B ? , we have B U B ? J NðrÞ. Suppose that s A NðrÞ. Let M J S be a maximal spherical simplex containing fr; sg. Then there is a maximal spherical simplex M 0 J S 0 such that hMi is conjugate to hM 0 i. Then frg J M, and so B J M. Therefore s A B U B ? , since B is a basic subset of M. Thus NðrÞ ¼ B U B ? . As ½hKi; hKi is in the kernel of r, we have that z 1 is not in ½hKi; hKi. Therefore
As the restriction of r to hKi factors through the quotient hKi=½hKi; hKi, we may assume that r ¼ a. Then OddðrÞ ¼ frg.
and K is a component of B ? . Let K 0 be the basic subset of C 0 that matches K. Then K 0 is the basic subset of S 0 that matches K, by the basic matching theorem. Let M 0 J S 0 be a maximal spherical simplex that contains B 0 , and let M J S be the maximal spherical simplex such that hMi is conjugate to hM 0 i. Then M contains B by the basic matching theorem. Now K J C J M and K is a basic subset of M. Therefore K 0 is a basic subset of M 0 by the basic matching theorem. such that L J C and L has non-trivial center, and if l is the longest element of hLi, then hðlÞ ¼ l 0 and hðtÞ 
As b fixes each element of S À ðK U LÞ and b leaves hCi invariant, we may replace S by bðSÞ. Then K is replaced by bðLÞ and bðKÞ is removed as a possibility for replacing L, since hbðKÞi ¼ hK 0 i. In the above procedure only Coxeter generators of components of B ? of type E 7 or G 3 are replaced. By repeating this procedure a finite number of times, we can remove the possibility that L is of type E 7 or G 3 , and we are done. r A cycle of S is a sequence fc 1 ; . . . ; c n g of distinct elements of S with the property that mðc i ; c iþ1 Þ < y for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1 and mðc n ; c 1 Þ < y. A chord of the cycle C ¼ fc 1 ; . . . ; c n g of S is a pair of distinct elements c i , c j of C such that mðc i ; c j Þ < y and c i , c j are neither consecutive terms of the cycle nor the end terms of the cycle.
The next lemma generalizes [5, Proposition 4] .
Lemma 3.5. Let B be a base of ðW ; SÞ that matches a base B 0 of ðW ; S 0 Þ with jhBij < jhB 0 ij. If B is of type D 2 ð2q þ 1Þ, let B ¼ fx; yg. If B is of type B 2qþ1 , let fx; yg be the set of split ends of the C-diagram of ðhBi; BÞ. Then fx; yg is not part of a chord-free cycle of S of length at least 4.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that C J S is a chord-free cycle of length at least 4 that contains fx; yg. We may assume that jSj is as small as possible. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we have fx; yg ¼ B and NðxÞ V Nð yÞ ¼ B U B ? . By Lemma 3.4, we can find r A B À B such that NðrÞ ¼ B U B
? and OddðrÞ ¼ frg. Also C V ðB U B ? Þ ¼ fx; yg, since C is chord-free of length at least 4. Let a A C À B. Then ðB U B ? Þ À frg is an ða; rÞ-separator of S, that is, every path from a to r in the P-diagram of ðW ; SÞ passes through ðB U B ? Þ À frg. Let S 0 be a c-minimal separator (see [6, §6] ) of S such that S 0 is conjugate to a subset of ðB U B ? Þ À frg. By [6, Lemma 4.9], we can write S 0 ¼ S 1 U S 2 with S 1 a spherical simplex, S 2 J S
? Þ À frg. Let V be the vertex group of L that contains r. Then NðrÞ H V , and so B U B ? H V . Now fx; yg is not contained in an edge group E of L, since otherwise r A fx; yg H E. We claim that C H V . Suppose that C Q V . Let C ¼ fc 1 ; . . . ; c n g with x ¼ c 1 and c n ¼ y, and mðc i ; c iþ1 Þ < y for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1. Let k be the first index such that c k B V and let l be the last index such that c l B V . Then c kÀ1 is in an edge group E of L that is a subgroup of V and c lþ1 is in an edge group F of L that is a subgroup of V . Now E ¼ F , since the graph of L is a tree. As fx; yg Q E, we have fc kÀ1 ; c lþ1 g 0 fx; yg. Now E is conjugate to hS 0 i, and so there exists S 3 J S ? 2 such that E ¼ hS 3 U S 2 i and S 3 is conjugate to S 1 . Hence S 3 is a spherical simplex. Also ðC À BÞ V ðB U B ? Þ ¼ q, since C is chord-free. As S 2 J B U B ? , we deduce that fc kÀ1 ; c lþ1 g V S 3 0 q, and so c kÀ1 and c lþ1 are joined by a chord, which is a contradiction. Thus C H V .
By conjugating S 0 , we may assume that V is a vertex group V 0 of L 0 . Then B 0 H V 0 by the basic matching theorem. Now rankðV Þ < jSj, and so we have a contradiction to the minimality of jSj. r Proof. Suppose that W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that B matches a base B 0 of ðW ; S 0 Þ with jhBij < jhB 0 ij. Then condition (1) follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, condition (2) follows from Lemma 3.5, and condition (3) follows from Lemma 3.4.
Conversely, suppose that conditions (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied. Let S 0 ¼ B U B ? , and let T ¼ S À S 0 . Let T x be the set of all t A T such that there is a sequence t 1 ; . . . ; t n in T with mðx; t 1 Þ < y, mðt i ; t iþ1 Þ < y for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1, and t n ¼ t. Define T y similarly. We claim that T x V T y ¼ q. Suppose that T x V T y 0 q. Then there is a cycle C of S such that C V S 0 ¼ fx; yg. Assume that C is as short as possible. Then C is chord-free. By condition (1), we deduce that C has length at least 4, but this contradicts condition (2) . Therefore T x V T y ¼ q.
Let S 1 ¼ S À T y and S 2 ¼ S 0 U T y . Then S ¼ S 1 U S 2 and S 1 V S 2 ¼ S 0 , and mða; bÞ ¼ y for all a A S 1 À S 0 and b A S 2 À S 0 . Let l be the longest element of hBi. Then lS 0 l À1 ¼ S 0 and the triple ðS 1 ; l; S 2 Þ determines an elementary twist (see [6, §5] ) of ðW ; SÞ giving a new Coxeter generating set S Ã ¼ S 1 U lS 2 l À1 . As lyl À1 ¼ x, we have lT y l À1 J T x with respect to S Ã , and so by replacing S by S Ã , we may assume T y ¼ q. Then NðyÞ ¼ B U B
? . If K ¼ frg, then we can blow down B. Hence W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that B matches a base B 0 of ðW ; S 0 Þ with jhBij < jhB 0 ij by Lemma 3.6. If K 0 frg, we can blow up S along K by [6, Theorems 8.4, 8.8 ]. This creates a sink for B, which allows us to blow down B. Therefore W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that B matches a base B 0 of ðW ; S 0 Þ with jhBij < jhB 0 ij by Lemma 3.6. r
The proof of the blow-down theorem indicates that we may have to twist a system before we can blow it down. For an example of such a system, see [5, Example 1] .
The proof of the blow-down theorem also indicates that we may have to blow up along one base in order to create a sink before we can blow down along another base. For example, the base D 2 ð3Þ of the Coxeter system C 3 Â D 2 ð3Þ can be blown down only after the system is blown up along the base C 3 to yield the system B 3 Â A 1 Â D 2 ð3Þ. Then A 1 is a sink for the base D 2 ð3Þ, and so now we can blow down D 2 ð3Þ to obtain the system B 3 Â D 2 ð6Þ. If we blow up a Coxeter system and then blow down the resulting Coxeter system, the initial and final systems have the same rank. For example, the initial system C 3 Â D 2 ð3Þ has the same rank as the final system B 3 Â D 2 ð6Þ.
Contracting Coxeter systems
In this section, we determine necessary and su‰cient conditions on ðW ; SÞ such that W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that jS 0 j < jSj. . Then W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that jS 0 j ¼ jSj À 1 by Lemma 3.6. Conversely, suppose that W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that jS 0 j < jSj. We may assume that S 0 has the maximum possible number of basic subsets that isomorphically match basic subsets of S. Now S has a basic subset B that nonisomorphically matches a basic subset B 0 of S 0 by the simplex matching theorem ( [6, Theorem 7.7] ). Then jhBij 0 jhB 0 ij by the basic matching theorem. Assume first that jhBij < jhB 0 ij. Then B satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) of the blow-down theorem. Let r and K be as in Lemma 3.4. If K ¼ frg, we are done. Suppose that K is of type C 2qþ1 or D 2 ð4q þ 2Þ for some q d 1. Then K is a basic subset of S. Let K 0 be the basic subset of S 0 that matches K. We claim that K isomorphically matches K 0 . On the contrary, suppose that K non-isomorphically matches K 0 . By Lemma 3. invariant, we can blow down K 0 to obtain a set of Coxeter generators S 00 such that jS 00 j ¼ jS 0 j and S 00 has two more basic subsets than S 0 isomorphically matching basic subsets of S, which contradicts the choice of S 0 . Thus K isomorphically matches K 0 . Let z 0 be the longest element of hB 0 i. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, the element z 0 is in the center of B ? . By applying the automorphism y of W defined by yðsÞ ¼ s for all s A S À frg and yðrÞ ¼ rz 2 . . . z n as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, if necessary, we may assume that z 0 is the longest element of hKi. By [6, Theorems 8. 5, 8 .7], the group W has a set of Coxeter generators S 00 such that K matches a base K 00 of ðW ; S 00 Þ with jhKij > jhK 00 ij. Therefore W has a set of Coxeter generators S 00 such that K 0 matches a base K 00 of ðW ; S 00 Þ with jhK 0 ij > jhK 00 ij. Let l 0 be the longest element of hK , and so OddðtÞ J L. If L ¼ ftg we are done, and so we may assume that L is not of type A 1 . As before, by applying an automorphism, we may assume that l ¼ l 0 . By [4, Lemma 38] , there is an automorphism b of W such that bðsÞ ¼ s for all s A S À ðfrg U OddðtÞÞ, and bðrÞ ¼ rlz 0 , and bðsÞ ¼ slz 0 for all s A OddðtÞ. Then bðlÞ ¼ z 0 and bðz 0 Þ ¼ l. As b fixes each element of S À ðK U LÞ and b leaves hCi invariant, we may replace S by bðSÞ. Then K is replaced by bðLÞ, and bðKÞ is removed as a possibility for replacing L, since bðKÞ matches K 0 and hbðKÞi and hK 0 i have the same longest element. By the argument in Lemma 3.4, we may assume that bðLÞ is of type C 2qþ1 or D 2 ð4q þ 2Þ.
In the above procedure, only Coxeter generators of components of B ? of type C 2qþ1 , D 2 ð4q þ 2Þ, E 7 , or G 3 are replaced. By repeating this procedure a finite number of times, we can remove the possibility that L is of type C 2qþ1 , D 2 ð4q þ 2Þ, E 7 , or G 3 . Then L ¼ ftg, and we are done.
Assume now that jhBij > jhB 0 ij. Then B 0 satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) of the blow-down theorem. Let r 0 and K 0 be as in Lemma 3.4. If K 0 ¼ fr 0 g, we can blow down B 0 to obtain a set of Coxeter generators S 00 such that jS 00 j ¼ jS 0 j À 1 and S 00 has one more basic subset than S 0 isomorphically matching basic subsets of S, which contradicts the choice of S 0 . Therefore K 0 is of type C 2qþ1 or D 2 ð4q þ 2Þ for some q d 1. As has two more basic subsets than S 0 isomorphically matching basic subsets of S, which contradicts the choice of S 0 . Let z be the longest element of hBi. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, the element z is in the center of ðB 0 Þ ? , and by applying an automorphism, we may assume that z is the longest element of hK 0 i. Let l be the longest element of hKi. If K is of type C 2qþ1 , let a A K be such that K V OddðaÞ ¼ fag. If K is of type D 2 ð4q þ 2Þ, let a A K be as in [6, Lemma 8.6] . As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, define a homomorphism h : hCi ! hli as follows. Define hðsÞ ¼ 1 for all s A C À fag and define hðaÞ ¼ l.
Then h is well defined and hðlÞ ¼ l. By the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.4 In this section, we describe how to determine the set of all possible ranks of an arbitrary finitely generated Coxeter group W by inspection of any presentation diagram for W . Let ðW ; SÞ be a Coxeter system of finite rank. Suppose that S 1 ; S 2 J S, with S ¼ S 1 U S 2 and S 0 ¼ S 1 V S 2 , are such that mða; bÞ ¼ y for all a A S 1 À S 0 and b A S 2 À S 0 . Let l A hS 0 i such that lS 0 l À1 ¼ S 0 . The triple ðS 1 ; l; S 2 Þ determines an elementary twist of ðW ; SÞ giving a new set of Coxeter generators Proof. As B Ã is conjugate to B, we deduce that B Ã is a base of ðW ; S Ã Þ of type B 2pþ1 or D 2 ð2p þ 1Þ for some p d 1 by the basic matching theorem. By the blow-down theorem, W has a set of Coxeter generators S 0 such that B matches a base B 0 of ðW ; S 0 Þ with jhBij < jhB 0 ij. Hence B Ã matches B 0 with jhB Ã ij < jhB 0 ij. Therefore B Ã satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the blow-down theorem.
As B U frg is a simplex, either B U frg J S 1 or B U frg J S 2 . such that C matches a base C 00 of ðW ; S 00 Þ with jhCij < jhC 00 ij. Hence C satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the blow-down theorem. As OddðsÞ ¼ fsg, we have s B B. Therefore s A S 0 . Let a be the element of S 0 that is not in S. Then a ¼ rl with l the longest element of hBi. If a B NðsÞ, then NðsÞ ¼ C U C ? and fsg is a component of C ? with respect to S 0 , since s is a sink for C with respect to S. Suppose a A NðsÞ. such that C matches a base C 00 of ðW ; S 00 Þ with jhCij < jhC 00 ij. Therefore C satisfies conditions (1) and (2) The numbers k and l in the rank spectrum theorem can be determined by inspecting the presentation diagram of ðW ; SÞ. For example, k ¼ l ¼ 1 for the system A 1 Â D 2 ð3Þ Â D 2 ð6Þ.
